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Conjurak is a romantic fantasy 
that follows failed writer, Trenton, 
as he makes friends when he is 
selected by a friendship bracelet 
called the “Conjurak.” Together 
with an orc, elf, and nature fairy 
as his new friends, they avoid 
Magnus, the previous Conjurak, 
from his devious plans.

Conjurak



So, Myrin. While
we're here, tell
me how myrin's
life was like in
the Elf realm.

It's a tale
of happiness

ending in
tragedy, juon.

Like all
superhero

tales!

Oh, I'm no superhero,
trenton. Quite the
opposite. This is the
origin of the worst
elf in the elf realm.

Elf Realm.

Conjurak Trenton,
Amaryllis, Juon, and
Myrin are here to

visit Myrin’s father who
has been overcome

with sickness. 
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I was a happy
teenager.

My dad was an
average warrior

for the elf realm.

But my
mom

was an 
amazing
armor-
smith.

For a long time, the elf
realm had been at war with... ...the beast

elves tribe.

Their leader
was nym. He

had unnatural
magic.

We never knew
where those
powers came

from.

Magnus.

The beast elves
were winning a

battle....
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...and coming
close to our home.

My dad fought
valiantly against
nym's forces...

...But
nym's
magic
was
too

great.

I tried to help,
but I'm terrible

at magic.

My mom
took off

her armor
and put it
on me.

My magic
doesn't work

on that armor.

Then nym sees baelen,
transforms to a

wolf, and runs off.
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He turns
into a wolf?

Yup.

Beast elves,
indeed! Well, we're here.

there's been a
sickness slowly
taking over the
elves since the
war. It's taken

over father now.

Looks like dad
has a caretaker.

Hello. You
must be myrin.

Not to sound
unappreciative,

but who are you?

I am a caretaker
for your father

sent by Queen Baelen.

She is
by the lake and
has an offer.

myrin sees smoke
coming from the

chimney.
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I see you received
my message.

Yes, queen. From
both. Thank you.

Hello, Conjurak
and his friends.

I must tell you all
that I made a deal

with magnus as well.

It's a
Trap!

Oh no. This is not a trap.
As you know from

rogthun, magnus asked us
to send our worst for

the next conjurak.

Well, that doesn't
seem very nice.

Yeah. Myrin is an
amazing friend!

Guys...
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It is true that I
sent the worst magic

user. Magnus saw that as
the worst elf and gave

me what I wanted.
Which was?

This map.

and I need your
greatest talent to find the

treasure for it, myrin.

 what
talent?

He hasn't told 
you all?

Told us
what?

Well...

Yes, I'm just
dying to know.
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Myrin
is the greatest

treasure hunter
in elven history.

Greatest?

A treasure
hunter?

He found the
arc torch and
star scepter!

You found
the arc torch?

You know
what that is?

No, but
myrin

found it.

The freakin'
star scepter?!

Guys.

Shut up.

If you find
the treasure that
will help defeat
the beast elves...

...I can heal
your father and

avenge your
mother. be 

quick. my castle
is defenseless as
my army is sick.
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Guys, team
meeting?

The cons of you
not doing it is

we would be sad.

Blah. Alright.
I'll do it.

what about
the cons?

So we're about
to treasure hunt?

guys, it's not
worth explaining,
but I don't want
to treasure hunt.

Pros and
cons.

Pros: It's pretty
dope that you're a
treasure hunter.
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The lake wall. Talking statues.

Tree house.

Shifting water.The lake wall.

Talking statues.

Tree house.

Shifting water.
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So all of that
and we end up

at an empty field.

The treasure is
just up ahead.
I'll scout up

a little.

So, I saw
you taking
notes. are
they for

your novel?

Yeah. someone
told me visiting

places help
with details.

Do you
think she's

right?

She's right
about a lot
of things.

Well, she's wrong
about one thing.

My drinks
are amazing.

"Bubbles."
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Ahh, I believe
we're here.

There's something here
about the conjurak.

Well, don't keep
us in suspense.

You really try
to prove a point.

Now I'm 
starting

to feel bad.

"The original conjurak was a
lonely human girl. She was whisked

to astravia by elder tree prime
from the nature realm when it

sensed her loneliness and felt sorry
for her because of its own lonely
heart. The human was met by an elf,

orc, and nature spirit, and they
became fast friends. The tree was
touched by their friendship solving
everyone's loneliness as well as
the broken heart of elder tree
prime by seeing the warmth of
their companionship. Elder tree

prime used a spell to continue that
friendship. This friendship allows

all races involved to benefit
from the elder tree prime's life
energy as long as the friends

are together."
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There's a spell
that can cancel
the conjurak

spell, too.

I wonder why
that spell is

needed?

What truth,
Magnus? you
killed him.

Tanner?

I do not come
for war. You
need to know

the truth about
venrie and I.

No. We
were

friends.

What?

Magnus.

Tanner.

Assassin.

Assassin.Assassin.

And then magnus
and his assassins

arrived...

Magnus
shows
A video
with her
husband,
Venrie.
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Hi Ammy. If you're watching
this, then things didn't go well,

and we'll need your help to
finish what we started. We have
detected an incoming invasion
from a neighboring dimension.
It's difficult to explain how we

know this, but we are 100
percent positive it will happen.
We just don't know when. To

prepare for this invasion,
magnus and I have been 

working on a duplicator that
can mimic the conjurak's
abilities. But to create this
army, we need nature spirit
power. With me gone, we'll
need your energy to make

this work. This is my final wish.
I love you, Ammy.

I had no idea. Why
try to capture me?

You didn't want
to see me. You

thought I murdered
him. I figured if I

captured you, I could
show you this video.
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there is more. The machine
will only make duplicates
if the other duplicates die. 
the cancel spell will let us

make unlimited copies. Help us
save our world, Amaryllis. 

You can't
possibly
think--

The guy's
a fake!

Amaryllis...
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sorry.
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women just keep
leaving you, don't

they, Trenton?

Don't worry. This
time, It's not

your fault. Well,
last time wasn't

your fault either.

Don't
worry. I
killed her
for you.

What do
you mean?

and I killed
the real

tanner and
put a spell
on your

girlfriend.

I'm
nym.

You're welcome.

Trenton seethes as Tanner
rubs it in. First, tanner steals
his girlfriend, and now he
helps take away Amaryllis. 
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The treasure was not as
promised. It is just a
spell cancel for the

conjurak that magnus
needed.

That is un-
fortunate,

Myrin.

And magnus
had been working

with nym the
whole time.

Then we have
no options. I
have no army.

We must
surrender to

save our
people.

I have
an idea.

Queen Baelen's
castle.
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Not yet. Almost.

Ok.
"Bubbles."

As the army of the
beast elves approach, from
the direction of Trenton,
Myrin places a surprise
underneath the land

in front of the castle. 
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Let's get nym.

I'll kill
you.

My mom's
armor

protects me.

You're both
pathetic.

Crying at first
world problems

as the underworld
suffers.

Let's drink
to that.

This is... ...for
everyone.

Nice. The
river of my

drink worked!
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We go to
the nature realm.

Why?

To see elder
tree prime.

Trenton. You guys
like each other. 

so, how
do we
get her
back?

We get your
girlfriend back. Guys. she's--

Right.

It's pretty obvious
what we need to do.

What's that?

You alright,
Trenton?

It's just...
Amaryllis.

Later.

"Bubbles."

Don't
be stupid.
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